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1. Context : observer for unsteady aerodynamism 
2. Physics, data & reduced order model (ROM) 
3. Simulation, measurements & data assimilation 






PART I  
CONTEXT : 



















 active flutter suppression  Drag reduction 
Estimate and predict unsteady aerodynamism and aeroelasticity 
-- in real-time -- for better active control loops 
APPLICATION  
 Passengers comfort 
Estimation and prediction: 
• Flow 















• Flaps, slats 









Which simple model?      How to combine model & measurements? 
PART I I  
PHYSICS, DATA 






























examples in CFD 
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  ROM for very fast simulation of temporal modes 
POD-GALERKIN  
• Projection of the “physics” 
onto the spatial modes :  
( Physical equation (e.g. Navier-Stokes)) 
PART I I I  
SIMULATION, 
MEASUREMENTS 



















( particle filtering 











 possibly noisy 
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COMBINING SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS  
Velocity 
PART IV 























• Good closure 
• Good model error 
quantification 
for data assimilation 
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Residual 
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Off-line : Building ROM On-line : 






































NUMERICAL RESULTS :  
3D WAKE AT REYNOLDS 300  
14 
Our method : 
POD-Galerkin with Navier-Stokes 
under location uncertainty (LUM) 
State-of-art : 
POD-Galerkin with Navier-Stokes + 
optimally tuned eddy viscosity & 
additive noise 



















15 Contact : valentin.resseguier@scalian.com 
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CONCLUSION  
Contact : valentin.resseguier@scalian.com 

NEXT STEPS  
 Increasing Reynolds 
(reduced DNS  reduced LES 
  reduced DDES ) 




















MODEL UNDER LOCATION UNCERTAINTY,  



















additive noise multiplicative noise 
n x M M x 1 M x 1 1 x M n x 1 
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(stochastic Navier-Stokes) 
R E D U C E D  M O D E L S  U N D E R  L O C AT I O N  U N C E R TA I N T Y:  
G A L E R K I N  P R O J E C T I O N  G I V E S  S D E S  F O R  R E S O LV E D  M O D E S  









2nd order polynomial: 
coefficients given by physics, 
 
               and 
Correlations to estimate 
NUMERICAL RESULTS :  
3D WAKE AT REYNOLDS 300  
20 
Our method : 
POD-Galerkin with Navier-Stokes 
under location uncertainty (LUM) 
State-of-art : 
POD-Galerkin with Navier-Stokes + 
optimally tuned eddy viscosity & 
additive noise 
Inflow Q-criterion Inflow 
Q-criterion 
Inflow Q-criterion 
NUMERICAL RESULTS :  
3D WAKE AT REYNOLDS 300  
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n=2 n=4 n=8 
